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a b s t r a c t

This letter studies synchronization of delayed fuzzy cellular neural networks with impulses
and all the parameters unknown. To avoid the difficulties which may be brought by the
impulses, a non-impulsive system is used to replaced the system with impulses. Then by
the well known Lyapunov–Lasall principle, some new stability criteria are obtained. An
example and its simulation were given to illustrate the simpleness and effectiveness of
our main results.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Synchronization have attracted much attention for the important applications in varies areas after it is proposed by Pec-
ora and Carrol [1,2]. Considering the effect of the past history which plays important role in real life, many works deal with
synchronization phenomena in delayed neural networks [3–8], etc. For instance, based on Lynapunov functional method and
Hermitian matrices theory, Chen [3] proposed global synchronization for a class of delayed neural networks. Ref. [4] studied
synchronization of coupled chaotic systems to delayed system in the presence of unknown parameters. Cao [5] investigated
the adaptive synchronization of neural networks with and without time-varying delays.

It is well known, many evolution processes do exhibit impulsive effects. These days, impulsive control synchronization
has been developed [6–10]. In 2007, Yang and Cao [6] considered a class of delayed neural networks with the form,

_yiðtÞ ¼ �ciyiðtÞ þ
Xn

j¼1

aijfjðyjðtÞÞ þ
Xn

j¼1

bijfjðyjðt � sijÞÞ þ Ii; t–tk; t P 0;

MyiðtkÞ ¼ �cikyðtkÞ; k ¼ 1;2; � � � ;
yiðtÞ ¼ /iðtÞ; t 2 ½�s;0�;
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The main result of [6] was obtained by constructing properly V � functional. That is, system (1.1) is exponential lag synchro-
nization with the following slave system,

_xiðtÞ ¼ �cixiðtÞ þ
Xn

j¼1

aijfjðxjðtÞÞ þ
Xn

j¼1

bijfjðxjðt � sijÞÞ þ Ii

þ diðyiðt � rÞ � xiðtÞÞ; t–tk þ r; t P r;
MxiðskÞ ¼ �cikxðskÞ; sk ¼ tk þ r; k ¼ 1;2; � � �
xiðtÞ ¼ /iðtÞ; t 2 ½�sþ r;r�:

where di denotes the controller gain. In the following year, Zhu et al. [7] studied impulsive exponential synchronization of a
class of chaotic systems by using an impulsive inequality and the property of P-cone.

However, even smallest perturbations may bring about the failure of synchronization scheme [10]. Yang et al. put for-
ward the fuzzy theorem [11,12] in 1996. They integrated fuzzy logic into the structure of a traditional cellular neural net-
works, and maintained local connectedness among cells. The added fuzzy logic can be seen as the perturbations. Kuan [13]
and Ding [14] studied exponential stability, periodic solutions, and synchronization, respectively. The system they con-
cerned is the following,

_xiðtÞ¼�cixiðtÞþ
Xn

j¼1

aijfjðxjðtÞÞþ
Xn

j¼1

bijv jþLiþ
n̂

j¼1

aijfjðxjðt�sijÞÞþ
n̂

j¼1

Tijv jþ
_n
j¼1

bijfjðxjðt�sijÞÞþ
_n
j¼1

Sijv j; i¼1;2; � � � ;n:

Inspired by the aforementioned discussion, in this paper, we investigate a class of delayed fuzzy cellular neural network
with impulses. Moreover, since the coefficients of some system cannot be exactly known, it is necessary to consider the
uncertainty parameters. Compare with the recent literatures, the main difficulties in this letter lie in two aspects. First,
the difficulties in mathematical analysis which impulses may bring. Second, the difficulties in deriving the asymptotical
property of unknown parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first prove the system with impulses is equivalence to the system without
impulses. Then, some preliminaries which are necessary to proof of the main results are established. Section 3 derives some
sufficient conditions to ensure some synchronization criteria. In Section 4, an example and its simulations are given to illustrate
the simpleness and effectiveness of our main results. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Preliminaries

In this paper, we study the following system,
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xiðtÞ ¼ /iðtÞ; t 2 ½�s; 0�;

ð1Þ

where aij; bij; Tij; Sij are elements of fuzzy feedback MIN template, fuzzy feedback MAX template, fuzzy feed-forward MIN
template, fuzzy feed-forward MAX template, respectively. aij; bij are elements of feedback and feed-forward template.V
;
W

denote the fuzzy AND and fuzzy OR operation, respectively. xi;v i and ui denote state, input and bias of the ith neuron,
respectively. sij are the transmission delay, and fj are the activation functions. Iik; k ¼ 1;2; � � � ; i ¼ 1;2; � � � ;n denote impulsive
gain set. DxiðtkÞ ¼ xiðtþk Þ � xiðt�k Þ is the impulses at moments tk; t1 < t2 < � � � is a strictly increasing sequence such that
limk!1tk ¼ þ1, and functions /ið:Þ are bounded and continuous on ½�s; 0�; s P 0.

As usual in the theory of impulsive differential equations, at the points of discontinuity tk; k ¼ 1;2; � � � ;m, we assume that
xiðtkÞ � xiðt�k Þ and x0iðtkÞ � x0iðt�k Þ.

Inspired by Ref. [15], we construct a equivalent theorem between (1) and (2). Then we establish some lemmas which are
necessary in the proof of the main results.

In this paper, we assume the following conditions are hold.
ðA1Þ The impulses Iik–� 1; k ¼ 1;2; � � � ; i ¼ 1;2; � � � ;n
ðA2Þ There exist constants ki P 0; such that for any x1; x2 2 R, there has

jfiðx1Þ � fiðx2Þj 6 kijx1 � x2j; i ¼ 1;2; � � � ;n:
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